
CONFIDENTIAL

ABOUT VICTREX
Victrex is an innovative world leader in high-performance

polymer solutions, focussed on the strategic markets of

automotive, aerospace, energy (including manufacturing

& engineering), electronics and medical. Every day,

millions of people use products and applications, which

contain our materials – from smartphones, aeroplanes

and cars to oil and gas operations and medical devices.

With over 35 years’ experience, we develop world

leading solutions in PEEK- and PAEK-based polymers and

selected semi-finished and finished parts which shape

future performance for our customers and our markets,

and drive value for our shareholders.

www.victrex.com

TO APPLY

In addition to a competitive salary we also

provide a range of attractive benefits, including

company pension and healthcare schemes. If you

believe you have the drive and potential required

to join our team, please email your CV to:

HR@victrex.com. (No Agencies)

SUMMARY

JOB ROLE

REQUIREMENTS

PROCESS OPERATORS 

INDUSTRIALISATION

CLOSING DATE

06 JANUARY 2020

Working within the Composite Tapes business unit manufacturing high value
market leading products , process operators are required to work within
small teams supporting the on-going growth of this exciting area of the
business.

Daily tasks will be to support the Lead Operators in all areas of manufacture
ensuring a high level of quality awareness and attention to detail whilst
being 100% compliant with all SHE requirements. Operating to many quality
standards such as IS09001 , AS9100 and IS013485 it is important that all
elements of the quality management systems are adhered to at all times.

The successful candidate will be able to display a systematic and logical
approach to his/her work , as well as good communication skills and the
ability to work enthusiastically as part of a close team. A good level of
education is preferred having gained a minimum of four G.C.S.E ideally in
Maths, English and a science subject.
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